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Electrostatic Sprayers
Electrostatic sprayers provide electrical charge to solutions, allowing  

them to wrap conductive surfaces with an effective and even coverage.

*Availability information as of 3/29/2021.

Using the Supereon 5XL, you 
can help stop the unnecessary 
spread of infections. It places 
a positive electrostatic charge 
to the disinfectant as it leaves 
the spray nozzle, causing each 
droplet to become powerfully 
attracted to its opposite 
charge on high-touch areas. 
The tank holds 5 gallons of 
chemical, allowing 50,000 sq. 
ft. of coverage. 

Associated Products: EPA 
approved disinfectants. 
See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

Supereon Electrostatic Sprayer    

Part Number Availability
SUPSWG002 IN STOCK

The Clorox T360 features a 
patented PowerWrap nozzle, 
delivering superior surface 
coverage for healthier facilities. 
The electrostatic technology 
is your best line of defense 
against COVID-19 because it 
delivers consistent wraparound 
coverage of solution to all 
surfaces - top, bottom and all 
sides. Ideal for use anywhere 
illness causing germs can 
quickly spread. 

Associated Products: Only 
approved for use with Clorox 
Total 360 Disinfectant Cleaner 1 
(CLO31650). 

Clorox Total 360 Electrostatic Sprayer

Part Number Availabilty
CLO60025 IN STOCK

This sprayer covers up to 8000 
sq. ft. on a single tank. It is 
designed to save time and 
labor, spray less liquid, and 
cover more surfaces. Victory 
Sprayers’ technology provides 
an electrical charge to 
solutions, allowing them to wrap 
conductive surfaces with an 
effective and even coverage. 
The Victory Back Pack Sprayer 
combined with an approved 
disinfectant is a  tough defense 
on Coronavirus on all surfaces 
– shadowed, vertical and 
underneath.

Associated Products: Performex 
(BRU16105104) or BruTab 
6S Disinfectant-Sanitizer 
(BRU161021-8N).

Victory Back Pack Sprayer

This sprayer allows the user 
hours of spraying time without 
the hassle of dragging a 
cord. It is designed to save 
time and labor, spray less 
liquid, and cover more 
surfaces. The technology 
provides an electrical charge 
to solutions, allowing an 
effective and even coverage. 
The handheld electrostatic 
sprayer combined with an 
approved disinfectant is a  
tough defense on Coronavirus 
on all surfaces – shadowed, 
vertical and underneath.

Associated Products: 
Performex (BRU16105104) or 
BruTab 6S Disinfectant-Sanitizer  
(BRU161021-8N).

Victory Hand Held Sprayer

Part Number Availability
 BRUVSBACK IN STOCK

Part Number Availabilty
 BRUVSHAND IN STOCK

The Electro-Mist 4B is ideal for spot 
spraying or wide-area spraying 
where operator mobility is a must. 
The electrostatic spray wand 
charges the solution to deliver 
a consistent spray to the front, 
back and sides of surfaces. Fast 
and effective way to disinfect. 
This sprayer is perfect for covering 
largescale areas quickly. Because 
it’s cordless, your staff can
quickly move from surface to 
surface.
Associated Products: EPA 
approved disinfectants. See 
COVID-19 Disinfectants Brochure 
for part numbers.

NSS Electro-Mist 4B

Part Number Availabilty
NSS4904950 IN STOCK

The Clorox T360 features a 
patented PowerWrap nozzle, 
delivering superior surface 
coverage for healthier facilities. 
The electrostatic technology is 
your best line of defense against 
COVID-19 because it delivers 
consistent wraparound coverage 
of solution to all surfaces - top, 
bottom and all sides. Ideal for use 
anywhere illness causing germs 
can quickly spread. 

Associated Products: Only 
approved for use with Clorox 
Total 360 Disinfectant Cleaner 1 
(CLO31650). 

Clorox Total 360 ProPack Electrostatic 
Sprayer Back Pack

Part Number Availabilty
CLO60011 April



Sprayers & Misters

Turn your extractor into a COVID-19 
defense system with the new Windsor 
Karcher Mister-X Disinfecting Misting 
Accessory. The new Mister-X directional 
disinfecting misting accessory can be used 
with all Karcher extractors including Clipper 
12 and Chariot 3 iExtract 26 DUO. Quickly 
convert your carpet extractors into a 
misting tool for your disinfecting needs.

Associated Products: Designed to be used 
with Vital Oxide (KAR86442920). 

Karcher Mister-X  
Disinfecting Misting Sprayer

The Tornado Vapor mister and spotter is 
a great machine for COVID-19 defense. 
It allows you to quickly and easily 
disinfect all of your high touch areas. This 
two-in-one machine features over 110’ 
reach for plenty of room to work and a 
3.5-gallon capacity that allows you to 
mist between 7500 – 10,000 sf. It’s smaller 
size will disinfect and clean where bigger 
machines just can’t fit. 

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

Tornado Vapor 
3.5 Gallon Capacity

Part Number Availabilty
KAR86443280 1 Week Lead Time

Part Number Availabilty
TAC97150 2 Week Lead Time

FlexSpray puts the power of airless and the 
control of HVLP into one versatile sprayer 
creating the first multi-tool for disinfecting 
your facility. 10x the life of a handheld 
airless sprayer. Control that delivers a 
vertical, horizontal or round fan pattern. 

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

Nilfisk Titan Flex 
Hand Held Sprayer

Compact manual pump up spray mister 
allows for maximum portability for small 
disinfecting jobs. Its small size and sprayer 
help defend against COVID-19 in hard 
to reach places. Viton seals for chemical 
compatibility. The natural color tank 
offers fill markings for easy visibility of 
product levels. 

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

Foam It 5 Liter  
Pump Up Spray Mister

Part Number Availability
CAV524093 IN STOCK

Part Number Availability
FOAMU50L 5 Day Lead Time

Achieve a higher level of efficacy in 
COVID-19 defense with this hospital-grade 
misting system. Misting provides higher 
efficacy by improving coverage more 
efficiently than spray wipe methods and 
wipes. It delivers disinfectant into hard to 
reach corners and crevices. The whisper 
quiet efficient pump and power supply are 
designed to operate without disturbing 
people around you. Rechargeable 12-
volt system for a full 8 hours of use. Narrow 
design makes it ideal for tight spaces.

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

Karcher PS 4/7 Bp  
OBC Mister

Part Number Availability
KAR10070840 1 Week Lead Time

*Availability information as of 3/29/2021.

COVID-19 brings a new challenge to 
the cleaning industry, and ICE has your 
solution. The mobile DAT comes standard 
with a 20 gallon tank that makes access 
and cleaning simple. With it’s 13 foot 
polyurethane recoil hose, the DAT makes 
fast work of getting into hard to reach 
spots. Quickly and easily disperse the right 
chemical solution to either disinfect or 
sanitize. 

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

iW90 Dispersion  
Application Tool (DAT)

Part Number Availability
ICEiW90DAT 1 Week Lead Time

Counter Strike is a complete solution for 
quickly disinfecting surfaces and touch-
points. This system will defend your facility 
against COVID-19 with its compact, 
powerful package. It allows for quick 
application of disinfecting chemicals in a 
fine mist to multiple types of surfaces and 
touch-points in nearly any location. 
Standard tools include commercial 
tough misting gun for quick, effective 
application of disinfecting chemical. 

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

EDIC Counter Strike Surface  
Disinfecting System 

Part Number Availabilty
EDI500M 5 Day Lead Time

This unit is ideal for fogging / misting 
in areas without compressed air. This 
120 VAC electric unit lets you apply 
disinfectants to kill viruses like COVID-19 
with a handheld wand. With a built in air 
compressor, all you have to do is plug 
the unit into a standard wall outlet and 
get to work. Powered by electricity.  
Front-facing drain. In-line strainer to 
protect pump from debris.

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

Foam It Electric Mist Unit  
15 Gallon 

Part Number Availabilty
FOAMUAC15NPSGN130 1 Week Lead Time

Specifically designed for small- to
medium-sized disinfecting jobs. The
Impact 410 is a durable, compact and
portable contractor-grade sprayer.
Dependable productivity for COVID-19
defense. Self-adjusting Quad+ Packings
deliver the best performance every time.

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

Nilfisk Titan IMPACT 410
Sprayer 115 Volt 

The MotorScrubber Storm is a ballistic
virus killer designed to quickly sanitize
and disinfect surfaces and rooms
with ease from a safe distance. The
backpack is comfortable and lightweight
(weighing at 11.68 pounds, or 5.3Kg, at
full capacity), meaning no strain on users
backs or arms. Backpack has a run time
of 1 hour and 50 minutes at continuous
usage and 3 hours theoretical usage.
Much like a fogger, the Storm generates
a fine mist from a disinfectant solution
which is sprayed onto surfaces through a
high speed nozzle.

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

MotorScrubber Battery
Backpack Mister

Part Number Availabilty
CAV56394501 IN STOCK

Part Number Availabilty
MSSTORMCOMPUS 3 Week Lead Time

Kärcher’s cold water, corrosion-resistant 
aluminum Dual Mister easily converts 
from a pressure washer to a mister for 
dispensing sanitizer or disinfectants, such as 
Vital Oxide. This reliable electric powered 
pressure washer comes standard with a 
humidifying nozzle and an Easy! This unit is 
designed to combat viruses and bacteria 
like Coronavirus in misting mode, or it can 
be used as a high pressure washer to clean 
surfaces.

Associated Products: Designed to be used 
with Vital Oxide (KAR86442920). 

Commercial Cold Water Pressure Washer  
HD 2.0/1000 Dual Mister

The M1 Electric-sprayer allows for 
maximum portability for small disinfecting 
jobs. Its small size, 20 ft. cord and sprayer 
defend against COVID-19 in hard to 
reach places. 

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

Multi-Sprayer M1  
Electric-sprayer 

Part Number Availabilty
KAR1106160 1 Week Lead Time

Part Number Availabilty
MSSM1 & MSS950050 1 Week Lead Time

The Minuteman Mist-It! is a powered mister 
for applying disinfectant. Clean surfaces of 
viruses and other particulates. Multiple uses 
for sanitizing and disinfecting, pest control, 
odor control. Quick and efficient disinfectant 
solution application to help kill bacteria and 
viruses like COVID-19. Compact, lightweight 
and can be rolled housing its 4” diameter 
wheels. The DS2 is designed for spray only 
operations that require maneuverability, 
efficiency, power and hassle-free, one-person 
operation. 

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

Minuteman Mist-It Electric Powered Mister 

Part Number Availabilty
MINC4620000DS 1 Week Lead Time

The Opti-Mist BB is ideal for spot spraying 
or wide-area spraying where operator 
mobility is a must. This sprayer provides 
a consistent, controlled mist. Fast and 
effective way to get rid of COVID-19 and 
other viruses with proper disinfectant. This 
sprayer is perfect for covering large-scale 
areas quickly.

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

NSS Opti-Mist BB, 4-Gallon Battery Powered Backpack 

Part Number Availabilty
NSS4904944 2-4 Week Lead Time

The Opti-Mist 3E is ideal for spot spraying 
or wide-area spraying where extended 
runtime is a must. This sprayer provides 
a consistent, controlled mist. Equipped 
with a 20’ cord and a 25’ coiled hose, 
the Opti-Mist 3E can cover plenty of area. 
Compact and lightweight, transporting 
the Opti-Mist 3E is simplified by its 
retractable handle and built in wheels. 
A molded-in carrying handle helps with 
stairways and loading the sprayer into 
vehicles.

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

NSS Opti-Mist 3E, 3-Gallon Cord-Electric Sprayer

Part Number Availabilty
NSS4904940 4-6 Week Lead Time

The Opti-Mist 20B is the ultimate in spot 
spraying or wide-area spraying in large 
buildings where productivity is a must. The 
operator has the choice of using the hand 
sprayer or switching to the adjustable spray 
bar below to make quick work of floor 
spraying. This dual sprayer (patent pending) 
provides a consistent, controlled mist to help 
with COVID-19 defense. 

Associated Products: EPA approved 
disinfectants. See COVID-19 Disinfectants 
Brochure for part numbers.

NSS Opti-Mist 20B, 20-Gallon Battery  
Powered Dual Sprayer

Part Number Availabilty
NSS4904920 2-3 Week Lead Time
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Air Purifiers

*Availability information as of 3/29/2021.

The UV-C Light Force is a mobile, self-contained germicidal cleaning device 
that uses proven ultraviolet emitting radiation technology to help reduce and 
eliminate bacteria, viruses and other pathogens on environmental surfaces. The 
UV-C Light Force is the most economic and affordable industrial full-sized unit on 
the market. Sanitize your complete facility with multiple ultraviolet light sanitizer 
units that are made in the USA and approved by the FDA.

This affordable UV-C Light Force is a high UV-C with 99.9% sanitizing output on 
surfaces. It is a low maintenance  and easily transportable solution that offers a 
quiet cycle of operation.

Pacific UV-C Light Force

Part Number Availability
PCS595401 IN STOCK

UV Light Disinfecting Systems

Continuously neutralize pathogens in the air. In the arsenal of infection 
prevention, ultraviolet lights are used throughout health care and other 
environments to neutralize microorganisms on surfaces, in water and in the air.

Designed directly into a traditional ceiling light fixture, UV Angel Clean Air is 
an unobtrusive environmental treatment system that uses ultraviolet light to 
automatically and continually treat the air.

UV Angel Clean Air

Part Number Availability
PPE585401 2-3 Week Lead Time
PPE585402 2-3 Week Lead Time
PPE585404 2-3 Week Lead Time
PPE585405 2-3 Week Lead Time

Using an intelligent, automated UV-C light treatment platform, UV Angel Adapt 
products monitor to detect when surfaces have been used, safely treating them 
without any user assistance.

Attaching directly to devices and equipment, UV Angel Adapt is as unobtrusive 
as it is effective. UV Angel Adapt can be attached to keyboards, touch displays, 
hospital carts and more.

UV Angel Adapt 

Part Number Availability
PCS595403 2-3 Week Lead Time

The BISSELL™ MyAir™ Personal Air Purifier is how BISSELL makes clean air easy 
for people who worry about the air quality. It’s engineered with a 3-in-1 High 
Efficiency, Activated Carbon and Pre-Filter that captures 99.7% of 0.3 micron 
particles or larger on sleep mode. Those particles include pollen, smoke, dander, 
and dust. 

BISSELL MyAir Air Purifier 2780A

Part Number Availability
BIS2780A 1-2 Week Lead Time

BISSELL® air220 Air Purifier packs powerful indoor air purifying power into a 
simplistic and sleek machine. The unique design is apparent in the air220’s clean 
lines and smooth edges. Underneath the sleek design you’ll find three layers 
of filtration, including an activated carbon filter and a HEPA + pre-filter that 
captures hair, dust, pollen, dander, home and pet odors, and volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs). 

BISSELL air220 Air Purifier 2609A

Part Number Availability
BIS2609A 1-2 Week Lead Time

The BISSELL™ air400 Air Purifier is clean air made easy. We can’t always see 
in our air that needs to be cleaned. That’s where air400 shines. This machine 
is designed to perform from the inside, out. It captures airborne particles and 
odors with three stages of filtration and has an automated CirQulate™ System 
that automatically increases fan speed as your indoor air quality decreases.

BISSELL air400 Air Purifier 24791

Part Number Availability
BIS24791 1-2 Week Lead Time


